Tennis Tournament Results
Bobby Bayliss Invitational
Oct 6-8, 2023 at South Bend, Ind. (Courtney Tennis Center)

Singles competition
Drew Evans (Western Michigan) def. Oscar Jensen (Vanderbilt) 0-6, 6-1, 1-0 (10-8)
Jona Gitschel (DePaul) def. Oscar Jensen (Vanderbilt) 3-6, 7-6 (7-5), 1-0 (10-7)
Evan Lee (Notre Dame) def. Mitchell Deames (Vanderbilt) 6-0, 7-6 (7-0)
Matteo Iaquinto (DePaul) def. Mitchell Deames (Vanderbilt) 6-4, 6-4
Juan David Velasquez (Purdue) def. Callum Rendle (Vanderbilt) 6-1, 7-5
Jameson Corsillo (Notre Dame) def. Callum Rendle (Vanderbilt) 6-3, 6-1
Callum Rendle (Vanderbilt) def. Nishanth Basavareddy (Indiana) 5-7, 6-4, 1-0 (10-2)
Matej Kajzer (Western Michigan) def. Mitchell Deames (Vanderbilt) 3-6, 7-5, 1-0 (10-7)
Henrik Villanger (Purdue) def. Callum Rendle (Vanderbilt) 6-2, 7-6 (7-3)
Jayanth Devaiah (Notre Dame) def. Mitchell Deames (Vanderbilt) 7-5, 6-2

Doubles competition
Mitchell Deames/Callum Rendle (Vanderbilt) def. Nishanth Basavareddy/Andrew Meier (Indiana) 6-4
Greyson Casey/Presley Thieneman (Northwestern) def. Mitchell Deames/Callum Rendle (Vanderbilt) 6-3

Tournament notes: